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“I TRuST ThIS fEELING”: ThE AffECTIvE 
IMPACT Of sense8
Review by Daniel Huw Bowen

straczynski, J. Michael, lana wachowski, lilly wachowski, creators. “amor vincit omnia.” 
Sense8. directed by lana wachowski. performance by doona Bae, Jamie Clayton, tina desai, 
tuppence Middleton, toby onwumere, Max riemelt, Miguel Ángel silvestre, Brian J. smith. 
Netflix, 2018. Television.

“Feelings matter.”
- Amanita Caplan (Freema Agyeman)

Sense8, a story about a cluster of eight individuals located around the globe – who are 
mentally and emotionally bonded – aptly concluded with a two-and-a-half-hour film finale, “Amor 
Vincit Omnia,” that summarised its brief three-year life: neither logical nor coherent, but emotionally 
arresting. The brainchild of postmodern auteurs, the Wachowskis, and their partner, J. Michael 
Straczynski, the main story follows these “homo sensorium” who are hunted by the nefarious Biologic 
Preservation Organisation (BPO), whilst side plots seek to elaborate on each of the protagonists’ 
lives in their respected locations. In so doing, the program showcases a relatively diverse cohort of 
characters and their entwined identities, clearly responsible for the emotional resonance that has 
captivated a global audience. As one might glean from the description however, it is a convoluted 
tale; though the renowned filmmakers might be experts of visual delight, inventive dialogue and 
general plotting seems beyond their capabilities. 

These writing foibles are unfortunately no more apparent than in the series finale (some 
leniency should be afforded though due to the premature death and brief revival which the series 
suffered at the hands of producer Netflix). Persistently, the dialogue is dry and uninventive: riddled 
with clichés, sans rhythm, whilst the longer speeches have the content of the most heavy-handed of 
TED talks.  Now physically united in Paris, the cluster and their allies spend largely the first third of 
the film recapping, discussing, and orchestrating a trade of hostages: the ruthless Whispers (Terrance 
Mann) – agent of BPO – for their resident German safecracker and Aryan archetype, Wolfgang 
(Max Riemelt). Other than a few pleasant character interactions, the plot does not appear until near 
halfway through the episode and is quickly resolved with half an hour to spare. Pacing issues of 
this kind have plagued the production since conception, as it has regularly struggled to maintain 
momentum for each individual storyline; they are exacerbated here by the need to accelerate plot 
points – including the revelation of the Chairman’s identity, the purpose of the drone program, and 
the rivalry with Lila’s (Valeria Bilello) cluster are fast tracked – to resolve the show and provide some 
semblance of closure. Therefore, for all its complexity, the finale is unbearably neat. The derided 
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arm of BPO are defeated and the company is reformed, the opposing cluster vanishes following the 
death of its leader, and the entire cluster are partnered off before the show concludes with another 
one of its renowned group sex scenes.

The unwieldy, accelerated narrative regrettably had an adverse effect on the impact of 
the show’s visual flair in the concluding chapter. Such storytelling logistics are usually secondary in 
Sense8, these necessary elements are little more than white noise that are otherwise peripheral to its 
visual flair. The previous two seasons featured lengthy combat scenes, vehicle chases, and explosions 
– often peppered with slow motion – harkening back to the Wachowski’s Matrix (1999-2003) heydays 
and I presume Zach Snyder’s wet dreams. This is best demonstrated during the enthralling car chase-
caper sequence through the streets of Seoul during Season Two’s closing episode, as Sun (Doona 
Bae) hunts down her brother for his various crimes against her. The finale unfortunately lacks any 
visceral scenes as satisfying as this; although there is a rocket launcher, a helicopter explosion, and 
a compound raid that are entertaining, they lack the pathos and emotional reasoning that made the 
closing of the second season so satisfying.

It is therefore the rather deft visual trickery – with its intricate interweaving and visual realising 
of the prenatural, yet tangible, presumed experiences of the sensates’ visiting – that is ultimately 
left to compensate for the weak writing and vacant action. The devastation when Kala (Tina Desai), 
resident pharmacist, is shot by Lila is instant: sound drains from the scene, as perspective shifts to 
other members of the cluster as they simultaneously suffer. Time slows, Kala, shocked, pulls a blood 
covered hand away from her wound; the scene cuts to a clean hand, frozen in a similar position 
as Wolfgang hyperventilates. As Kala stumbles forward, each of the cluster are seen in her place, 
struggling as she is, glaring at the blood dripping through their hands, before she falls to the floor.  
Physically, Wolfgang reaches her, grasping her still body in his arms, perceptible tears dripping from 
his face onto her as he gently presses his lips to her face. Around them, the other six members of the 
cluster fall to their knees in a circle, disciples mourning a fallen messiah, their faces quivering, mouths 
agog in anguish. Rajan (Purab Kohli), Kala’s husband and non-sensate, approaches from behind the 
camera – an audience surrogate – allowing viewers to enter the sacred space emotionally and grieve 
along with him and the characters, emphasising the connectedness the show often celebrates (after 
all, “I am also a We”). The audience then experience the same elation when Kala, out of focus at 
first, appears behind Wolfgang – her mind still alive – instructing him on how to save her failing body.

Fortunately, Kala survives, otherwise her death would have anticlimactically and 
hypocritically resolved the romantic dilemma she has faced for the entirety of the show; instead, 
another queer, poly relationship is established. Still torn between her eventual husband Rajan and 
lover Wolfgang, the show closes as the married couple enters their hotel room, Wolfgang awaits 
them on the bed, naked, and gestures for Kala and Rajan to join him; they accept the offer, with little 
hesitation. It is frustrating that the series took so long to get to this inevitable conclusion; the show 
features many intimate, multi-partnered sex scenes and the finale is literally called ‘Love Conquers 
All.’ Nor are they a novel presence: Lito (Miguel Ángel Silvestre) and Hernando (Alfonso Herrera) are 
introduced as a same-sex gay couple before Dani (Eréndira Ibarra) enters their personal life midway 
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through the first season. Though her role in the relationship is never clearly defined on-screen, she is 
seen voyeuristically masturbating while Lito and Hernando engage in intercourse, before eventually 
participating in the orgy compilations. While the new poly relationship is welcome, by introducing it 
so late in the show, it leaves little room to explore the practicalities and dynamics of the relationship 
that make it markedly queer, beyond their sexual activity.

Conversely, cluster member Nomi Marks (Jamie Clayton), a trans woman, and her partner, 
Amanita, are portrayed as openly queer and proud from their introduction; their appearance in the 
premiere episode is heralded by a discarded rainbow coloured strap-on, post-coitus. The following 
episode sees the two partaking in San Francisco Pride Parade, where Nomi collapses due to her 
brain chemistry being altered from her integration into the cluster. As someone who has worked so 
hard to effectuate her own identity – as indicated by her name (a portmanteau of ‘know me’) – she 
compares this process to suffering from Alzheimer’s (“Demons”). It may be why Nomi participates 
less than the other sensates in the more intrusive procedures, such as sharing and visiting. Only 
when she is in dire situations – such as needing combat skills to rescue Amanita, Dani, and Hernando 
from BPO agents – does she utilise the others’ abilities. Nor does she share her digital aptitude with 
the others: a renowned hacker, Nomi does the majority of the brunt work herself, predominantly 
co-ordinating the cluster’s movements in the finale from a remote hub alongside Amanita and 
fellow hacker Bug (Michael X. Sommers), her queer support system. Her relationship with the latter 
would not have been possible without her technology, as they bonded during their time as hackers, 
becoming so close that she even took the blame for his cybercrimes, emphasising the importance of 
digital networks to queer individuals in the contemporary period.  After Bug enters the series, Nomi 
is rarely seen without her chosen family, the literal antithesis of her biological family. Their positions 
in her life are ratified during the last act of the finale: it is Bug who walks Nomi down the aisle to 
Amanita, where they are married in a spectacular ceremony inside the Eiffel Tower, surrounded by 
their cluster and happy families.

A mundane, anticlimactic conclusion for the big-budget drama perhaps, but Sense8’s 
nuanced visuals and appealing cast of relatively diverse characters (there was little space for asexual, 
aromantic, or modest individuals) successfully elicits warm affection once more. Fan service at its 
best (a canonical fact, as it ends with a title card stating “For the Fans”), it is a sickeningly sweet 
farewell, a queer ending for a queer show, appropriately bookended by the return of the abandoned 
rainbow strap-on dildo, as the narrative fades to black.
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